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Editorial Message

AN enlightenment of covid-19 across the globe:
the 5 D’s Strategia
(With special focus on COVID-I9 disparities)
“WHILE IT’S DIFFICULT TO BE ENTIRELY OPTIMISTIC, WE MUST BELIEVE,
THIS TOO SHALL PASS”.
We have passed half of the year '2021' by hearing the chanting of ‘Second wave Corona
virus/COVID-19'. The invisible virus affected almost every person in the planet in one or
other way. In a short span, corona virus disease (COVID-19) has become the world
pandemic, by rapidly spreading almost, to all the countries around the globe, regardless
of the continent, population size, economic status and healthcare system. It has
captured global consciousness by significantly affecting the day-to-day life of human and
emerged as a public health emergency.
Since the World Health Organization (WHO) announced that, the Corona virus disease
(COVID-19) is a worldwide pandemic, many countries and health authorities, started
responding and taking action to control the spread of the pandemic. Around the world,
there are marked differences in how the pandemic has been managed, both in terms of
how successful countries are in maintaining the health of their citizens and the
economy, the quality of public response, including reliance on science and expertise.
Despite the number of cases increasing exponentially, there exist certain disparities in
COVID-19 spread and its progression. As of September 14, 2021, 226,236,577 confirmed
cases of COVID-19 was identified, including 4,654,548 deaths around the world.
Although the United States of America (USA), Italy, Spain, Germany and France, are the
top-most affected counties in terms of confirmed cases; Spain, France and Italy are
leading the list in terms of case-fatality rates. So there is a need for intelligent
approaches to investigate and understand the disparities, which might significantly
contribute towards effective policy-making and disease management across the globe.
Through this mini-review, the authors sought to brief on possible assumptions (five D's
stratergia) that might contribute to the disparities in COVID-19 spread and its
progression among different countries across the globe.
The FIVE D’s Strategia
Demographic Characteristics of Population, by Leena Muppa, Assistant Professor
Definition of COVID-19- Related Deaths, by Tabassum Fathima, Pharm D Intern
Differences in Testing Strategies, by K. Shailaja, Assistant Professor
Differences in Healthcare Systems, by K. Bharathi Priya, Associate Professor
Dissimilarity in Preventive Strategies, by S. Daniel Sundar Singh, Assistant Professor
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While some have referred to corona virus
disease 2019 (COVID-19) as “the great
equalizer,” early reports from hard-hit areas
across the globe suggest that, the disease
has a disproportionate burden associated
with the longstanding social determinants
of health, including racial/ethnic and
socioeconomic disparities. Statistical data’s
and expert reports indicate a robust
association between COVID-19 severity
levels across the world and certain
demographic attributes. [1]
The first and foremost factor to be
considered in affecting the dynamics of
disease spread and its progression is the
demographic
characteristics
of
the
population, such as age, sex, underlying risk
factors like comorbid conditions and
smoking. [2] Any extent of variations in
these factors among the specific population
in each country would make an enormous
difference in the COVID-19 infection severity
(e.g. variations in death rate) across the
globe. [3]
Demographic science can provide new
insights into how the pandemic may unfold
and, the intensity and sort of measures
needed
to
slow
its
progression.
Understanding demographic characteristics
of the population, and intelligent approach
offers another advantage in analyzing the
complex patterns of COVID-19 infection
spread across the world. [4]
The disease progression and impact are
strongly related to the demographic
composition of the population, specifically,
population age structure. Current data
around the world indicate that older people
are more prone to and experience higher
deaths from COVID-19.

In Italy, around 38% of the confirmed cases
and 88% of deaths are attributed to 70 years
or older individuals, whereas in China, it is
12% of cases confirmed and 51% of
deaths.[5] In support of this point, the
average age of patients that are infected
from COVID-19 in Germany is 46, whereas it
is 63 years in Italy, as it has one of the
world’s oldest populations, and thus highest
mortality rate. [6]
Besides, available evidence also suggests
that men are more prone to and dying from
these novel corona viruses than women. The
higher mortality among men could be due to
their behavioral risk factors like smoking,
and alcohol consumption, which are
relatively higher among men in India.
Underlying co-morbid conditions, such as
obesity, diabetes, high blood pressure,
cardiovascular diseases, chronic respiratory
disease, and cancer are the important
factors affecting the COVID-19 infection rate.
Alongside these characteristics, interestingly,
recent investigations infer that individuals
who smoke are also at higher risk of being
affected by COVID-19. [7][8]
Population density has also been reported
together of the relevant demographic
attributes. Research outcomes indicated
that in high population-density cities, it is
very difficult to enforce suitable distance
between people coughing and sneezing. In
turn, this might end in higher infection
rates.[9] COVID-19 spread in high-density
population countries like India can be
controlled with the effective management,
specifically, lockdown policy implementation
as reported by the WHO. [10]
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On the opposite hand, studies address
demographic attributes like GDP ratio of a
country, smoking prevalence and average
annual temperature of a country etc., being
highly correlated with the COVID-19
infection spread and severity around the
world.
An intelligent algorithm is required to model
the complex and multi-dimensional

attributes and investigate the combined
impact of varied demographic characteristics
over the COVID-19 severity, particularly, at
the current stage, where sufficient data is
available. This would support understanding
of the in-depth demographic aspects of this
disease, and significantly contribute towards
effective
policy-making
and
disease
management. [11]

Source: World Health Organization

Figure 01: Global Situation of covid19

Source: World Health Organization

Source: World Health Organization

Figure 02: Situation by WHO Region

Figure 03: Situation in India
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Source: mygov-24.mycov.in-last updated 06/09/21

Figure 04: Situation in Tamil Nadu
Conclusion:
Guidelines for the management of COVID-19
released by the World Health Organization,
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
USA and Ministry of Health & Family
Welfare, Government of India. Certain
individual attributes (e.g. age, gender, GDP
ratio), when combined with other
demographic characteristics (e.g. smoking
ratio, obesity), produce varying outcomes.
Therefore,
investigation
of
various
demographic attributes can be used as
markers to identify COVID-19 spread and
severity levels, may be helpful to policy
makers, health professionals and individuals
for the effective management and control of
the disease.
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The COVID-19 pandemic has emerged to be
a major cause of mortality over the past
year and a half. With different countries
facing multiple waves of infections and with
the rise of variants, the death toll keeps
mounting as the pandemic rages on. As of
September 3, 2021, the SARS-CoV-2 virus
has killed over 4 million people. COVID-19
now ranks as a leading cause of death after
heart disease and cancer.[1]
Factors such as male sex, older age, diabetes
and severe asthma are found to be strongly
associated with an increased risk of death in
COVID-19 patients.[2] Johns Hopkins
University has reported that more than 3
million people worldwide and about
570,000 people in the United States have
died of corona virus-related reasons.[3]
Therefore, it is essential to define and
characterize COVID-19 related deaths.

Definitions regarding covid-19 related
deaths:
The WHO defines death due to COVID-19 as
a death resulting from a clinically compatible
illness, in a probable or confirmed COVID-19
case, unless there is a clear alternative cause
of death that cannot be related to the viral
disease. The WHO also specifies that there
should be no period of complete recovery
from COVID-19 between illness and
death.[4]
The ICMR defines COVID-19 as an underlying
cause of death (UCOD) when the infection
leads to pneumonia, acute respiratory
distress syndrome (ARDS), cardiac injury, or
other conditions that would likely result in
the death of the patient.[5]
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Estimating the mortality of covid-19 related
deaths:
The WHO uses two measures to identify the
proportion of individuals with fatal
outcome.[6]
Infection Fatality Ratio (IFR): The proportion
of deaths among all infected individuals
Case Fatality Ratio (CFR): The proportion of
deaths among identified confirmed cases

The IFR identifies the true severity of the
disease. The CFR is difficult to calculate
during an ongoing pandemic because it
makes two assumptions: the likelihood of
detecting cases and deaths is consistent
over the course of the outbreak and all
detected cases have resolved.

Figure 01. Infection Fatality Ratio and Case Fatality Ratio according to the WHO

Certifying covid-19 related deaths:
Where COVID-19 is determined to be the cause of death, reporting on the death certificate
is essential to accurately assess the effects of the pandemic and direct appropriate public
health response. [7] The WHO has provided guidelines regarding the certification of COVID19 related deaths. Both the CDC and the ICMR have adopted these guidelines.

Figure 03. Example where suspected COVID-19
is the UCOD
Figure 02. Process of certifying COVID-19
related deaths
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Figure 04. Example where pregnancy complicated by COVID-19 is the UCOD
*The layout of the forms are taken from the International Form of Medical Certificate of
Cause of Death
The ICD-10 codes include mortality classification (coding) for statistical tabulation in the
context of COVID-19.

Figure 05. Emergency use ICD codes for COVID-19 disease outbreak

Figure 06. ICMR's adaptation of ICD-10 codes
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Additional considerations in icmr’s gudelines:
In addition to the WHO’s guidelines, the ICMR has also listed additional criteria while
reporting COVID-19 related deaths: [5]

Avoid:







Mode of dying as cause of death
Abbreviations such as ARDS, COPD
Vague terms/ambiguity/short
forms/incomplete description
Symptoms/signs
Terms such as senescence, old age,
senility

The ICMR-NCDIR e-Mortality (e-Mor) is a
software application that aids in recording
and reporting cause of deaths as per
national standards of death reporting which
has been laid down by the Office of
Registrar General of India (ORGI) under its
Civil Registration System (CRS).
Comparisons across the globe:
The WHO guidelines on reporting COVID-19
related deaths is the standard document
that has been adopted by the CDC (United
States of America) and the ICMR (India).
European countries, too, follow the WHO’s
guidelines on reporting COVID-19 related
deaths but procedures on reporting vary
between countries. For example, any death
may be subjected to an external
examination in Austria and Germany but
not in England. France does not report
COVID-19 as a direct cause of death but
may have contributed to it whereas in Italy,
all causes are ordered such that COVID-19 is
considered as the first cause of death.[9]







Provide specific medical terms as
cause of death
Record the logical sequence of
events
Provide manner of death (in most
cases, it is natural)
Provide place of death (it will either
be the hospital or home)

COVID-19 deaths in Africa are reaching new
peaks. The Vital Statistics Registration
System (VSRS) is responsible for recording
deaths in a country. However, this system
suffers incompleteness as a result of social
conditions that favour the non-registration
of deaths. Therefore, under-reporting is
highly likely in the African continent.10]
COVID-19 related deaths in other countries
are actively updated on the WHO
dashboard. South America, grappled with
successive waves of the infection, accounts
for nearly a quarter of the deaths that have
occurred during this pandemic.
Monitoring the mortality due to a highly
infectious disease such as COVID-19 is
essential to prepare for future epidemics
and to develop a strong public health
response system.
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Testing is our window onto the pandemic
and how it is spreading. No country knows
the total number of people infected with
COVID-19. All we know is the infection status
of those who have been tested. Without
data on who is infected by the virus we have
no way of understanding the pandemic.
Without testing data, we cannot know which
countries are doing well, and which are just
underreporting cases and deaths.

TESTING STRATEGIES GLOBALLY
Two types of In- Vitro testing are available
[1][2][3][4]
Direct diagnostic tests for SARS-COV-2:
Helps to confirm whether the person is
infected by corona virus either by collecting
Nasal / throat swab or saliva samples.
Antigen/ rapid testing
Antigen testing is a type of immunoassay
used to identify the presence of specific
virus. It is mostly performed on
To interpret any data on confirmed cases we nasopharyngeal or nasal swab samples. At
need to know how much testing for COVID- present three antigen tests are authorized
19 each country actually does.
such as point-of-care, laboratory based and
self-test.
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Molecular / RT-PCR (Reverse transcription
polymerase chain reaction) testing:
Gold standard test to detect SARS- COV-2
nucleic acids present in nasopharyngeal
fluids. It involves the detection of viral RNA
using nucleic acid amplification tests (NAAT),
such as RT-PCR.

Indirect testing: Antibody / Serology test
and Other Adaptive Immune Response
Tests:
Helps to identify the antibodies, specific
proteins (eg. IgM, IgG) present in the body
against SARS COV 2 by enzyme linked
Immunosorbent assay. It helps to detect the
previous infection (1-3 weeks) in patients
who had few or no symptoms. It should not
be used to diagnose the current Covid-19
infection.

Strategies for testing COVID 19 in India [5]
• All symptomatic international individual
who travel in last 14 days
• All symptomatic individuals who have
contacts with laboratory confirmed
patients
• All symptomatic health care workers/
frontline workers who involved in
containment and mitigation of Covid-19
• All patients with Severe Acute
Respiratory Infection
• No testing is required for individuals
recovered from Covid-19 after hospital
discharge
• RTPCR is not necessary in any individual
who has once tested with positive by
RAT/ RTPCR

Figure 01: Statistical presentation of Covid-19 testing globally
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Strategies for testing COVID-19 in Brazil [6]
Symptomatic/oligo-symptomtic /
asymptomatic individuals with severe
disease hospitalized in ICU/ hospitalized
individuals.

4.

Strategies for testing COVID-19 in United
Kingdom [7]
• Patients in hospital intensive care units
with suspected covid-19
• people with severe respiratory illness
such as pneumonia
• Individuals in care homes

5.

6.

7.
The number of tests does not refer to the
same in each country, some countries report
the number of people tested, while others
report the number of tests performed
(which can be higher if the same person is
tested more than once). And other countries
report their testing data in a way that leaves
it unclear what the test count refers to
exactly. Comparisons across countries
cannot be done due to some reasons, each
country have their own way of reporting the
data. When we compare such data it will not
give us an accurate result.
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Introduction:
Health care system determines the quality of
health in the community though health is an
individual subjective experience. The world’s
best health care providers like US is still
struggling during the present pandemic
conditions. There is an imbalance between
the demand and availability in terms of
hospital beds, ICUs, ventilators, PPE, and
trained medical personals worldwide. [1] All
the countries of the world started mobilizing
there sources available to combat the
present condition which had a mixed
response, some countries were able to limit
the spread to a greater extent, where as
some had failed, some had managed to keep
the outbreaks.[2]
India:
Health care has become one of the largest
sector in India, interms of revenue and
employment. Indian health care delivery
system is categorized in to public and
private.The public healthcare system is
limited and primarily focuses on the basic
health care. The private hospitals, covers the
majority of the public healthcare
requirements. The healthcare cost is less
compared to the western or European
countries. As of September 14, 2021, >74.38
crore (74, 38, 37,643) COVID-19 vaccine
doses have been administered across the
country, with 3,62,207 active COVID cases.
India’s public expenditure on health care
stood at 1.2% as a percentage of the GDP. In
FY21, gross written premiums in the health
segment grew at 13.7% Year over year to
Rs.58, 584.36 crore (US$8.00billion).

The health segment has a 29.5% share in the
total gross written premiums earned in the
country. [3]
Taiwan:
Taiwan’s National Health Insurance is a single
payer system, nearly all citizens and
foreigners residing there for at least six
months are covered by one government
insurance plan which covers all the hospital
services. Taiwan’s health expenditures are
covered by tax payment and additional tax
on tobacco. There are generally co-payments
for physician visits and prescriptions, as well
as fees for hospital stays, which has cost
limits. People pay visits to the physicians
around 15 times in a year which is more than
any developed country.
Despite of the
dense population and close connectivity to
mainland China, Taiwan had fewer cases
compared to the other countries. They used
all the technologies available to detect and
track the contacts to prevent the spread of
the virus.
United Kingdom:
Health care is fully funded and delivered by
the government on nearly all people.
National health Services of UK provides all
the benefits to the public, covering the
hospital and pharmaceutical costs. Services
are largely free at the point of use; out-ofpocket spending averaged about $630 per
person in 2017. Though the country was
ranked near the top for pandemic
preparedness by the Global Health Security
Index, the virus took a heavy toll when they
did not implement closures and lockdowns.
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The NHS had free up tens of thousands of
hospital beds by postponing non emergency
procedures and buying space in private
hospitals after the major hit.
South Korea:
Nearly all people in South Korea are covered
by the government’s National Health
Insurance program. The benefits would
cover emergency care, pharmaceutical care
and dental care. Health care is provided
majorly through the private sectors. The
government program heavily relies on the
cost sharing with patients out of pocket
covering all the health care expenditures.
This shows inequality in the healthcare set
up. Later after the outbreak of MERS in
2015, South Korea invested a great deal on
the health care emergency set up. The
government designated specific hospitals for
COVID -19 patients and required patients
seeking other medical care to visit nonCOVID-19 hospitals
Australia:
Australian health care system offers public
and private insurance. The public insurance
is funded by the government as any other
country and is more affordable program. But
during pandemic conditions, the public
hospitals become overcrowded and become
a difficult situation to manage. Private
insurance helps in such situations to cover
hospital and ambulance services. Australian
as not been as hard-hit by the pandemic
with strict containment measures. Tens of
thousands of hospital beds and thousands of
doctors and nurses were moved out of
private hospitals and in to public ones to
ease stress on the public system.
Netherland:
Netherland operates with the help of
private health insurance providers and
through nonprofit hospital organizations.

The government covers most of the funds
through tax and insurance. The insurance
premiums are same for every one regardless
of age or health status. Those with lower
income receive additional subsidies, and cost
for children are entirely covered. As per
national public health institute guidelines,
government implemented social-distancing
measures, but decided against a full lock
down, arguing that a controlled spread of
the virus could build immunity only later to
realize with the increased number of deaths.
United States:
US health system consists of public and
private sources. US is one of the high income
country yet not achieved the complete
health coverage. Around 8.5 percent of the
population go without coverage. Private
insurance, whether employer-based or
individually purchased, accounts for twothirds of the market, while the remaining
one-third of people is covered by public
insurance. Americans spend more on health
care than any other country yet had the
highest rate of Covid cases and deaths. [1]
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The Novel Corona Virus Disease (COVID-19)
expanded around the globe after its
outbreak in China. 226,236,577 confirmed
cases of COVID-19, in 188 countries and
territories as of September 23, 2021. There
are numerous lessons to be learned from
what has occurred in the past.
In Italy, there was a lot of spread before
people realized the virus was present
because people assumed the outbreak was a
problem elsewhere. Italy's initial lockdown
measures were deployed in 11 towns in the
northern half of the nation in late February.
China saw a higher level of compliance with
the lockdown measures compared to

Europe. Germany, like many other
countries, enforced severe lockdown
regulations, which might be one possible
reason for experiencing the low number of
cases of and deaths from COVID-19. [1]
COVID-19 and universal precautions:
Washing hands is the essential line of guard
against contaminations, for instance, Covid19. Governments and various affiliations
have won about propelling the overall
protection like washing hands, covering
nose and mouth while hacking and
wheezing, usage of sanitizers, use of face
mask, avoiding contact of fingers with
mouth, nose and eyes, and social isolating
techniques to a superb degree.

Figure 01: Relationship between the first confirmed case of COVID-19 and establishment
of restriction measures in countries of different world areas
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Several cities states across the world are
currently short of hand sanitizers and face
masks, which shows the public's interest in
acquiring the universal precautins to a
remarkable extent. [1]
Furthermore, a replacement York Times
model for the USA has suggested that
aggressive social distancing measures could
reduce COVID-19 cases from a possible peak
of 9 million to 513000 and cumulative
deaths
from
982000
to
51000
over subsequent few months. Similarly, by
adopting
the community mitigation
measures like social distancing, countries
like South Korea , which experienced a
severe outbreak in its initial days, is now
remarkably declining its epidemic curve. [2]

Preparedness among Government bodies:
The
COVID-19's
consequences
have
prepared government entities around the
world to develop and implement numerous
steps to better support their communities
during the disease outbreak. Almost every
country is doing its best to stay the
disease cornered to avoid repeating the
nightmares of SARS and MERS. For instance,
China enforcing “round the clock closed
management” system, Italy declaring the
“red zone” alert, France announcing
“nationwide ban on gatherings,” and
therefore
the
USA
implementing
“containment areas” would be few mentions
of what different countries are doing in
ceasing the spread. [3]
India - India made several precautionary
measures to mitigate/neglect the disease in
beginning stage, however, the denser
population of country will not be simple to
control the same for long time (community
spread), if government won't incorporate
the visionary strategies. Since assaulted a
few countries have been concerned for the

Most part for their kin life (wellbeing), in
spite of that agricultural nation like India
with enormous populace ought to consider
about the occupation (for Below Poverty
Line (BPL) individuals), similarly with the
life. [4]
Conclusion:
In a nutshell, this pandemic has
emphasized the significance of an
expression "prevention is better than cure"
and has mentally pre-arranged humankind
to fight and battle this pandemic. It has
likewise uncovered flimsy parts by the way
we contemplate wellbeing and get ready
for the sickness. Covid-19 isn't just a revile,
yet in addition an opportunity to work on
our offices and medical care framework
and, most importantly, to figure out how to
be more prepared for the following crisis
emergencies.
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Prescription audit is a quality improvement process that seeks to improve pharmaceutical
care. The staff of Pharmacy Practice Department have extended support in prescription
audit at Voluntary Health Services (VHS) hospital, Adyar, chennai.

A Webinar on ‘INTRODUCING PRADHAN MANTRI BHARTIYA JANAUSHADI PARIYOJANA
((PMBJP) TO PHARM D’ was organized by the department of Pharmacy Practice, C. L Baid
Metha College of Pharmacy, Thoraipakkam, on 10th August 2021 between 3.00 pm to 4.30
pm.
Following were the objectives of the webinar
• Ensuring access to quality medications for all section of the population
• Creating awareness about generic medications
• Generate employment by engaging individual Pharm D entrepreneur in opening of
PMBJP Kendra.
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Pharm D Internship students have participated in an up skill program conducted at
Gleneagles Global Health city. As a part of this up skill program, students have been trained
specially in writing modules by the clinical Pharmacists.

Online internship program was conducted during the lockdown period for pharm d interns.
Activities such as case studies, ADR reporting, seminar presentation, journal presentation,
and pamphlet making were carried out.
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Appreciating the effort of Pharm D 3rd year student, D. Fragrance Jemimah for creating an
awareness on COVID-19 during the lockdown period.

As higher educational institutions gear up to return to campus after keeping regular classes
suspended since March 2020, and vaccine is our protective shield to fight against corona
pandemic. Tying up with Greater Chennai corporation, C.L Baid Metha college of Pharmacy
has conducted a free “COVID-19 VACCINATION CAMP” on 01 September 2021, in the
college campus for the safe guard of students, teaching staff, other employees and their
family members. 150 students and staff members got vaccinated. Thanks for the
management for all you do, to keep us safe!
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